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PHYSICAL STRUCTURE AND DESIGN QF SOUNDING

CHANNEL IN QFDMA SYSTEMS

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority under 35 U.S. C . § 119 from U.S.

Provisional Application Number 61/141,814, entitled "UL and DL Sounding

Channel Design," filed on December 31, 2008; U.S. Provisional Application

Number 61/142,653, entitled "Sounding Channel Designs," filed on January 6, 2009;

the subject matter of which is incorporated herein by reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The disclosed embodiments relate generally to wireless network

communications, and, more particularly, to sounding channel design in wireless

orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) communication systems.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) is a multi-

user version of the Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) digital

modulation technology. In wireless OFDMA systems, however, multipath is an

undesirable common propagation phenomenon that results in radio signals reaching

the receiving antenna by two or more paths. Signal variations in amplitude or phase



resulted from multipath are also referred as channel response. Transmission

techniques, in which a transmitter makes use of the channel response between the

transmitter and a receiver, are called close-loop transmission techniques. In MIMO

applications, close-loop transmission techniques are much more robust as compared

with open-loop MIMO techniques.

[0004 ] One method of providing channel information to the transmitter is via the

use of an uplink (UL) sounding channel. Channel sounding is a signaling

mechanism where a mobile station transmits sounding signals on an uplink channel

(from the mobile station to the base station) to enable a base station to estimate the

UL channel response. Channel sounding assumes the reciprocity of uplink and

downlink channels, which is generally true in Time Division Duplexing (TDD)

systems. Because the frequency bandwidth of the UL transmission encompasses the

frequency bandwidth of the DL transmission in TDD systems, UL channel sounding

can enable DL close-loop transmissions. UL channel sounding can also enable UL

close-loop transmissions in both TDD and FDD systems. For example, the base

station can choose the best precoding weights (vectors/matrices) to be used for data

transmission from the mobile station.

[0005] In wireless OFDMA systems, a resource block is defined as a two-

dimensional radio resource region comprising a number of consecutive sub-carriers

(also referred as frequency tones) by a number of consecutive OFDM symbols (also



referred as time slots). A resource block is the smallest unit for radio resource

partition. For both DL and UL transmissions, the IEEE 802.16m specification

defines 5-symbol resource block as 18 sub-carriers by five OFDM symbols, 6-

symbol resource block as 18 sub-carriers by six OFDM symbols, and 7-symbol

resource block as 18 sub-carriers by seven OFDM symbols . For UL transmission,

the IEEE 802.16m specification additionally defines 5-symbol resource block as 6

sub-carriers by five OFDM symbols, 6-symbol resource block as 6 sub-carriers by

six OFDM symbols, and 7-symbol resource block as 6 sub-carriers by seven OFDM

symbols. The 6-subcarrier resource blocks are further called as a resource tile.

Under a fixed number of OFDM symbols, an 18-subcarrier resource block

accommodates three tiles. Moreover, the 5-symbol, 6-symbol, and 7-symbol

resource blocks are called as type-3, type-1, and type-2 resource blocks, respectively.

The IEEE 802.16m specification also defines corresponding pilot patterns for

various predefined resource block sizes.

[0006] To ensure channel estimation quality of data traffic channel, sounding

signals transmitted via an UL sounding channel are not allowed to collide with the

original pilots that are allocated in various predefined UL resource blocks. Thus, in

wireless OFDMA systems, it is desirable to design and allocate sounding channels

based on predefined resource block sizes.



SUMMARY

[0007] In OFDMA wireless communication systems, sounding channels are

used to estimate channel response of an uplink (UL) channel. In IEEE 802.16m

systems, sounding channels are allocated within predefined resource blocks to

transmit sounding signals from a mobile station to a base station. A well-designed

sounding channel needs to meet various design considerations. First, in order to

provide high quality channel estimation for data transmission, sounding signals are

not allowed to collide with original pilots transmitted in the same resource block by

other mobile stations. Second, it is desirable that sounding pattern does not affect

data transmission behavior of other mobile stations in the same resource block.

Third, it is also desirable that sounding pattern consistency among multiple tiles

within each resource block is maximally maintained such that mobile stations do not

need to implement additional data mapping rules.

[0008] In one embodiment, a distributed sounding channel allocation scheme is

proposed. In one example, a sounding channel is allocated in an 18x6 resource

block to satisfy all design considerations. First, sounding pattern does not overlap

with any of the predefined pilot patterns such that sounding signals do not collide

with original pilots transmitted in the same resource block by other mobile stations.

Second, sounding signals are distributed pair-by-pair in the sounding channel so that



other mobile stations can apply SFBC encoding for data transmission using the same

resource block without additional restriction. Third, sounding pattern remains the

same among multiple tiles within each resource block such that the mobile station

does not need to implement additional data mapping rules.

[0009] In another embodiment, a symbol-based sounding channel allocation

scheme is proposed. In a first example, a sounding channel is allocated in the first

or the last OFDM symbol of an 18x6 resource block to transmit sounding signals by

one or multiple mobile stations, while the remaining five consecutive OFDM

symbols are formed to be an 18x5 resource block used for data transmission by other

mobile stations. In a second example, a sound channel is allocated in the first or the

last OFDM symbol of an 18x7 resource block to transmit sounding signals by one or

multiple mobile stations, while the remaining six consecutive OFDM symbols are

formed to be an 18x6 resource block used for data transmission by other mobile

stations.

[0010] A symbol-based sounding channel naturally satisfies all design

considerations. First, sounding signals transmitted in the first or last OFDM symbol

do not collide with any pilot signals transmitted in the remaining OFDM symbols.

Second, the sounding pattern does not limit SFBC-based data transmissions of other

mobile station because sounding signals are mapped onto only the first or the last

OFDM symbols while data is carried in the remaining OFDM symbols. Finally, the



sounding pattern remains the same among multiple tiles within each resource block.

Thus, the symbol-based sounding channel allocation scheme provides coexistence of

sounding and pilot signals using existing 802.16m system definitions. Moreover,

because only well-defined system definitions are used in the symbol-based sounding

scheme, a compatible coexistence of the sounding and the existing data traffic

channels is maintained, without inducing any limitation and implementation

complexity.

[0011] Other embodiments and advantages are described in the detailed

description below. This summary does not purport to define the invention. The

invention is defined by the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0012 ] The accompanying drawings, where like numerals indicate like

components, illustrate embodiments of the invention.

[0013 ] Figure 1 illustrates a wireless OFDMA system with uplink channel

sounding in accordance with one novel aspect.

[0014] Figure 2 is a flow chart of a method of uplink channel sounding in

accordance with one novel aspect.

[0015] Figure 3 illustrates one embodiment of a distributed sounding channel

allocation scheme.



[0016] Figure 4 illustrates one embodiment of a symbol-based sounding channel

allocation scheme.

[0017 ] Figures 5A to 5C illustrate examples of symbol-based sounding channels

allocated in various 6-symbol resource blocks.

[0018] Figure 6 illustrates that the symbol-based sounding channel allocation

scheme can be expanded to 7-symbol resource blocks.

[0019 ] Figure 7A illustrates that a sounding channel is shared by different

antennas using CDM.

[0020] Figure 7B illustrates that a sounding channel is shared by different

antennas using FDM.

[0021] Figure 8 illustrates that multiple sounding channels are shared by

different antennas of multiple mobile stations using TDM.

[0022 ] Figure 9 illustrates how uplink channel sounding is used for both

downlink and uplink close-loop transmission.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] Reference will now be made in detail to some embodiments of the

invention, examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.

[0024] Figure 1 illustrates a wireless OFDMA system 10 with uplink channel

sounding in accordance with one novel aspect. Wireless OFDMA system 10



comprises a mobile station MSI l and a base station BS12. MSI l comprises a

storage device 14, a processor 15, a first sounding channel allocation module 17, a

first transmitter/receiver 16 coupled to a first antenna 18, a second sounding channel

allocation module 20, a second transmitter/receiver 19 coupled to a second antenna

21. Similarly, BS12 comprises a storage device 24, a processor 25, a first channel

estimation module 27, a first transmitter/receiver 26 coupled to a first antenna 28, a

second channel estimation module 30, a second transmitter/receiver 29 coupled to a

second antenna 31. Base station BS12 and mobile station MSI l communicate with

each other by sending and receiving data carried in a series of frames. Each frame

comprises a number of downlink (DL) subframes for BS12 to transmit data to MSl 1,

and a number of uplink (UL) subframes for MSl 1 to transmit data to BS12.

[0025] For UL channel estimation, mobile station MSI l transmits sounding

signals carried by a sounding channel 32 allocated in a resource block 33. Resource

block 33 is a two-dimensional radio resource region comprising a number of

consecutive subcarriers or frequency tones (i.e., eighteen) along frequency domain

and a number of consecutive OFDM symbols or time slots (i.e., six) along time

domain. In the example of Figure 1, sounding channel 32 is allocated in the first

OFDM symbol within resource block 33. The number of subcarriers of sounding

channel 32 allocated in resource block 33 is equal to the number of subcarriers (i.e.,

eighteen) of the resource block. A sounding sequence is then mapped onto sounding



channel 32 to be transmitted as multiple sounding signals via resource block 33.

Each sounding signal (i.e., sounding signal 34) occupies one frequency tone.

Typically, the length of a sounding sequence is the same as the number of

subcarriers of a resource block, and the number of sounding signals carried in a

sounding channel is thus the same as the number of subcarriers of the resource block.

Sometimes, however, a sounding channel may span over multiple resource blocks

such that longer sounding sequences may be used. In one novel aspect, sounding

channel 32 is allocated with a sounding pattern such that sounding signals

transmitted in resource block 33 by MSI l do not collide with pilot signals

transmitted in the same resource block by other mobile stations. In addition, the

sounding pattern does not affect data transmission behavior of other mobile stations

in the same resource block.

[0026] Figure 2 is a flow chart of a method of uplink channel sounding in

accordance with one novel aspect. In step 41, a mobile station first receives a

sounding command transmitted from a base station before the mobile station starts

to perform UL channel sounding. In step 42, the mobile station allocates a physical

sounding channel structure within a resource block. In one example, the same

sounding channel may span over multiple resource blocks. In step 43, the mobile

station maps a sounding sequence onto the allocated sounding channel to be

transmitted as multiple sounding signals via the resource block. After the base



station receives the sounding signals, the base station performs UL channel

estimation for DL close-loop transmission (Step 44). In addition, UL close-loop

transmission may also be performed (step 45). For example, the mobile station

receives the best precoding weights (vectors/matrices) to be used for data

transmission from the base station.

[0027] A well-designed sounding channel meets several important sounding

channel design considerations. First, in order to provide high quality channel

estimation for data transmission, sounding signals are not allowed to collide with

original pilots transmitted in the same resource block by other mobile stations.

Second, it is desirable that sounding pattern does not affect data transmission

behavior of other mobile stations in the same resource block. Third, it is also

desirable that sounding pattern consistency among multiple tiles within each

resource block is maximally maintained such that mobile stations do not need to

implement additional data mapping rules. Two different sounding channel

allocation schemes are proposed to meet the above sounding channel design

considerations. The details of each sounding channel allocation scheme are now

described below with accompanying drawings.

[0028] Figure 3 illustrates one embodiment of a distributed sounding channel

allocation scheme with a distributed sounding channel 55 associated with a

distributed sounding pattern. In a distributed sounding allocation scheme, sounding



pattern 55 is distributed in different radio resource regions within resource block 54

such that all sounding channel design considerations described above are satisfied.

[0029] First, sounding signals transmitted in distributed sounding channel 55 by

a mobile station do not collide with any pilot signals transmitted in the same

resource block by other mobile stations. In IEEE 802.16m systems, pilot signals are

transmitted in predefined pilot patterns in various basic 6-symbol resource blocks

(type-1). Based on resource permutation rules, the predefined pilot patterns are

categorized into localized and distributed pilot patterns. Localized pilot pattern is

used for localized resource blocks, which are assigned to mobile stations without

any resource block permutation. On the other hand, distributed pilot pattern is used

for distributed resource blocks, which are assigned to mobile stations after resource

block permutation. Three examples of different 6-symbol resource blocks 51, 52,

and 53 are depicted in Figure 3 . Resource block 5 1 is an 18x6 resource block with

4-stream localized pilot pattern. Numeric number "1" represents a pilot signal for

stream 1, numeric number "2" represents a pilot signal for stream 2, and so on so

forth. Similarly, resource block 52 is an 18x6 resource block with 2-stream

localized pilot pattern, and resource block 53 is a 6x6 resource block with 2-stream

distributed pilot pattern. Because a mobile station may use any of the predefined

pilot patterns for data transmission using the same resource block, sounding channel

55 must not overlap with any of the predefined pilot patterns such that sounding



signals do not collide with any possible pilot signals. After combining all

predefined pilot patterns, resource regions denoted with letter "P" represent all

possible pilot signals transmitted in resource block 54 by other mobile stations.

Based on the combined pilot pattern, sounding channel 55 is allocated in resource

regions denoted with letter "S" in resource block 54. The sounding pattern does not

overlap with the combined pilot pattern. Therefore, as illustrated in Figure 3,

sounding signals transmitted by sounding channel 55 do not collide with any

possible pilot signals in the same resource block.

[0030] Second, sounding pattern 55 does not affect data transmission behavior

of other mobile stations in the same resource block. As a basic principle, in order to

minimize interference between sounding signals and other data signals, when a

sounding signal is transmitted in a specific frequency tone by one antenna, then

other antennas put null symbol in the same frequency tone. In many MIMO

applications, a mobile station may apply Space Frequency Block Coding (SFBC)

encoding algorithm for data transmission. SFBC is a diversity scheme employed by

the mobile station to achieve spatial diversity using multiple transmitting antennas.

Under SFBC encoding scheme, however, data must be carried in two consecutive

frequency tones for transmission. As a result, if sounding signals are not distributed

pair-by-pair in sounding channel 55, then it is possible that some of the frequency

tones cannot be utilized for SFBC transmission. For example, if one sounding



signal is transmitted in one frequency tone, then the neighboring frequency tones

cannot be used for SFBC transmission by other mobile stations. In the example of

Figure 3, however, all sounding signals are distributed pair-by-pair (i.e., sounding

signal pair 56) in sounding channel 55 such that other mobile stations can apply

SFBC encoding for data transmission using the same resource block without

additional restriction.

[0031] Third, sounding pattern 55 is consistent among multiple tiles within

resource block 54. When channel sounding is enabled, in order to minimize

interference, a mobile station needs to know the actual sounding pattern so that data

symbol will only be mapped in radio resource regions that are non-overlapping with

the sounding pattern. Therefore, if the actual sounding pattern changes in different

network configuration, then the mobile station needs to have different data-mapping

rules for a corresponding sounding pattern. As illustrated in Figure 3, the 18x6

resource block 54 accommodates three 6x6 tiles. Each tile may be used by different

mobile stations for data transmission. For example, tile # 1 may be used by mobile

station #1, tile #2 may be used by mobile station #2, and tile #3 may be used by

mobile station #3 for data transmission. Consequently, if the sounding pattern in

each of the tiles is different, then the mobile station needs different data mapping

rules when it uses different tiles to transmit data. In the example of Figure 3,

however, sounding pattern 55 is consistent among all three tiles. As a result, mobile



station complexity is reduced because the data-mapping rule for each tile is

consistent.

[0032] Figure 4 illustrates one embodiment of a symbol-based sounding channel

allocation scheme with symbol-based sounding channels (sometimes also referred as

sounding patterns) 66 and 67. As illustrated above with respect to Figure 3, the

IEEE 802.16m specification has predefined different pilot patterns in various 6-

symbol resource blocks (type-1). Type-1 resource block is the basic resource block

that is most commonly used in IEEE 802. 16m systems. In some scenarios, however,

the first OFDM symbol of the first DL subframe is often used for synchronization

channel, and the last OFDM symbol of the last UL subframe is often used for

receive/transmit transition gap. As a result, a 5-symbol resource block is actually

used for data transmission. To facilitate data transmission using 5-symbol resource

blocks, the IEEE 802.16m specification has also predefined different pilot patterns

in various 5-symbol resource blocks (type-3). Three examples of different 5-symbol

resource blocks 61, 62, and 63 are depicted in Figure 4 . Resource block 6 1 is an

18x5 resource block with 4-stream localized pilot pattern. Numeric number "1"

represents a pilot signal for stream 1, numeric number "2" represents a pilot signal

for stream 2, and so on so forth. Similarly, resource block 62 is an 18x5 resource

block with 2-stream localized pilot pattern, and resource block 63 is a 6x5 resource

block with 2-stream distributed pilot pattern.



[0033] Based on the existing well-defined resource blocks and pilot patterns in

the IEEE 802.16m specification, it is observed that if a sounding channel is allocated

in the first or the last OFDM symbol of a 6-symbol resource block, then all sounding

channel design considerations are naturally satisfied if the remaining 5-symbol

resource block is used for data transmission. In the example of 18x6 resource block

64 of Figure 4, sounding channel 66 is allocated in the first OFDM symbol. In the

example of 18x6 resource block 65 of Figure 4, sounding channel 67 is allocated in

the last OFDM symbol. When channel sounding is enabled, if sounding channel 66

or sounding channel 67 is used by mobile stations to transmit sounding signals, then

the remaining five consecutive OFDM symbols are formed to be a 5-symbol

resource block to be used by other mobile stations for data transmission. On the

other hand, when channel sounding is disabled, mobile stations continue to use 6-

symbol resource blocks for data transmission. By allocating a sounding channel in

either the first or the last OFDM symbol of a 6-symbol recourse block and using the

remaining 5-symbol resource block for data transmission, all sounding channel

design considerations are naturally satisfied without introducing additional

limitation or complexity. First, sounding signals transmitted in the first or last

OFDM symbol do not collide with any pilot signals transmitted in the remaining

OFDM symbols. Second, the sounding pattern does not limit SFBC-based data



transmissions. Finally, the sounding pattern remains the same among multiple tiles

within each resource block.

[0034] Figures 5A to 5C illustrate examples of symbol-based sounding channels

allocated in resource blocks with various pilot patterns. In Figure 5A, an 18x6

resource block with 4-stream localized pilot pattern is used for both sounding signals

and data transmission. In Figure 5B, an 18x6 resource block with 2-stream localized

pilot pattern is used for both sounding signals and data transmission. In Figure 5C,

an 18x6 resource block with 2-stream distributed pilot patterns is used for both

sounding signals and data transmission. In all the above examples, it can be seen

that because sounding channels are allocated in either the first OFDM symbol or the

last OFDM symbol, and pilot signals and data are transmitted in the remaining

consecutive OFDM symbols. Because 5-symbol pilot patterns and data-mapping

rules are already well defined in the IEEE 802.16m specification, such symbol-

based sounding channels always allow good coexistence of sounding and pilot

signals, without inducing any additional limitation on data transmission behavior or

additional complexity on mobile station implementation.

[0035] Figure 6 illustrates that the symbol-based sounding channel allocation

scheme can be easily extended to 7-symbol resource blocks (type-2). In an 18x7

resource block 68, which exists in IEEE 80.16m systems with 7MHz and 8.75MHz

total bandwidths, a sounding channel 69 is allocated in either the first OFDM



symbol (or the last OFDM symbol, not shown in Figure 6) for transmitting sounding

signals by one mobile station, while the remaining six consecutive OFDM symbols

are formed to be a 6-symbol resource block for data transmission by other mobile

stations. This further illustrates that the symbol-based sounding channel allocation

scheme provides coexistence of sounding and pilot signals based on existing

802.16m system definition without inducing additional limitation and complexity.

[0036] An allocated sounding channel may be shared by different antennas of

multiple mobile stations using Code Division Multiplexing (CDM) and/or

Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM). Figure 7A illustrates that a sounding

channel 72 allocated in resource block 7 1 is shared by antenna 1 and antenna 2 of a

mobile station using CDM. In the example of Figure 7A, antenna 1 of the mobile

station maps a sounding sequence 73 onto sounding channel 72, while antenna 2 of

the mobile station maps a different sounding sequence 74 onto sounding channel 72.

By using different sounding sequences, the same resource region of a sounding

channel can be shared by multiple antennas to perform UL channel sounding.

Figure 7B illustrates that a sounding channel 76 allocated in resource block 75 is

shared by antenna 1 of the mobile station and antenna 2 of the mobile station using

FDM. In the example of Figure 7B, antenna 1 maps a sounding sequence onto part

of the subcarriers (i.e., subcarriers 1,3,5, . . . ) within sounding channel 76, while

antenna 2 maps the same sounding sequence onto a different part of the subcarriers



(i.e., subcarriers 2,4,6, . . . ) within sounding channel 76. By using different

subcarriers of a sounding channel, the sounding channel can be shared by multiple

antennas to perform UL channel sounding. In the above two examples, a sounding

channel also can be shared by two mobile stations, each of which only has one

antenna to be sounded. If using CDM, the antennas of the two mobile stations use

different sounding sequences to perform UL sounding. If using FDM, the antennas

of the two mobile stations use different sets of non-overlapping subcarriers to

perform UL sounding.

[0037] To increase sounding opportunities for different antennas of multiple

mobile stations, multiple sounding channels may be allocated across multiple

resource blocks and multiple subframes, and be shared using Time Division

Multiplexing (TDM). Figure 8 illustrates multiple sounding channels shared by

different antennas of multiple mobile stations using TDM. In the example of Figure

8, frame N contains three consecutive uplink subframes UL#1, UL#2, and UL#3

followed by five consecutive downlink subframes. Each UL subframe contains

three resource blocks along frequency domain. For example, if each resource block

is 18x6 in size, then each subframe is 54x6 in size. In subframe UL#1, sounding

channel 8 1 is allocated in the first OFDM symbol. In addition, sounding channel 8 1

spans over three resource blocks within UL#1. Similarly, in subframe UL#2,

sounding channel 82 is allocated in the first OFDM symbol and spans over three



resource blocks within UL#2. In one example, a first mobile station uses sounding

channel 8 1 to transmit sounding signals, and a second mobile station uses sounding

channel 82 to transmit sounding signals. Because multiple sounding channels are

allocated in multiple subframes along time domain, more sounding opportunities are

provided for multiple mobile stations.

[0038] Figure 9 illustrates how uplink channel sounding is used for both

downlink and uplink close-loop transmission. A base station and a mobile station

communicate with each other by sending and receiving data carried in a series of

frames. Each frame comprises a number of downlink (DL) subframes for the base

station to transmit data to the mobile station, and a number of uplink (UL)

subframes for the mobile station to transmit data to the base station. In the example

of Figure 9, the mobile station transmits sounding signals via a sounding channel 9 1

allocated in UL subframe UL#3 of frame N . The base station receives the sounding

signals and performs uplink channel estimation based on the received sounding

signals. In a subsequent frame N+K, the base station transmits data in DL subframe

DL#2 using a DL close-loop transmission technique chosen based on the channel

information from the sounding channel, such as close-loop MU-MIMO or close-

loop SU-MIMO. In addition, the mobile station transmits data in UL subframe

UL#1 using UL close-loop transmission technique informed by the base station,

such as close-loop precoding. By using a well-designed sounding channel such as a



distributed or a symbol-based sounding channel proposed above in accordance with

the present invention, high quality channel estimation is provided for better close-

loop transmissions.

[0039] Although the present invention has been described in connection with

certain specific embodiments for instructional purposes, the present invention is not

limited thereto. Accordingly, various modifications, adaptations, and combinations

of various features of the described embodiments can be practiced without departing

from the scope of the invention as set forth in the claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method for providing a sounding pattern of a sounding channel in an

OFDMA system, the method comprising:

allocating the sounding channel in one or more resource blocks by a mobile

station, wherein each of the one or more resource blocks spans over a two-

dimensional radio resource region having an array of subcarriers along frequency

domain and an array of OFDM symbols along time domain; and

transmitting sounding signals via the sounding channel, wherein the sounding

signals do not collide with pilot signals transmitted in the same resource blocks by

other mobile stations, and wherein the sounding pattern does not affect data

transmission behavior of other mobile stations in the same resource blocks.

2 . The method of Claim 1, wherein the pilot signals are mapped onto pilot

patterns predefined in IEEE 802.16m specification, and wherein the sounding

pattern does not overlap with any of the predefined pilot patterns.

3 . The method of Claim 1, wherein Space Frequency Block Coding (SFBC) is

applied in the same resource block for data transmission, and wherein the sounding

pattern does not limit the SFBC-based data transmissions.

4 . The method of Claim 1, wherein the resource block is partitioned into

multiple tiles along frequency domain, and wherein the sounding pattern remains the

same for each of the multiple tiles.



5 . The method of Claim 1, wherein the resource block has eighteen subcarriers

along frequency domain and six OFDM symbols along time domain.

6 . The method of Claim 5, wherein the resource block is partitioned into three

tiles along frequency domain, and wherein six sounding signals are pair-by-pair

distributed such that each sounding signal pairs are non-overlapping in frequency

domain.

7 . The method of Claim 1, wherein the sounding channel is shared among

different transmit antennas of multiple mobile stations by at least one of code

division multiplexing, frequency division multiplexing, and time division

multiplexing.

8 . The method of Claim 1, wherein the sounding channel spans across multiple

resource blocks, and wherein multiple sounding channels are allocated in multiple

uplink subframes to provide multiple sounding opportunities for different transmit

antennas of multiple mobile stations.

9 . A method for providing a sounding channel in an IEEE 802. 16m system, the

method comprising:

allocating the sounding channel in one or more resource blocks by a mobile

station, wherein each of the one or more resource blocks spans over a two-

dimensional radio resource region having an array of subcarriers along frequency

domain and an array of OFDM symbols along time domain; and



transmitting sounding signals via the sounding channel such that the sounding

signals occupy a single OFDM sounding symbol within the resource block, wherein

the single OFDM sounding symbol is located either in the first OFDM symbol or in

the last OFDM symbol within the resource block along the time domain.

10. The method of Claim 9, wherein the resource block is a six-symbol

resource block, and wherein the remaining five consecutive symbols are formed to

be a five-symbol resource block for data transmission.

11. The method of Claim 9, wherein the resource block is a seven-symbol

resource block, and wherein the remaining six consecutive symbols are formed to be

a six-symbol resource block for data transmission.

12. The method of Claim 9, wherein the sounding channel is shared among

different transmit antennas of multiple mobile stations by at least one of code

division multiplexing, frequency division multiplexing, and time division

multiplexing.

13. The method of Claim 9, wherein the sounding channel spans across

multiple resource blocks, and wherein multiple sounding channels are allocated in

multiple uplink subframes to provide multiple sounding opportunities for different

transmit antennas of mobile stations.

14. A mobile station in an OFDMA system, the mobile station comprising:



a transmitter that transmits sounding signals via a sounding channel having a

sounding pattern; and

a sounding channel allocation module for allocating the sounding channel in

one or more resource blocks, wherein each of the one or more resource blocks spans

over a two-dimensional radio resource region having an array of subcarriers along

frequency domain and an array of OFDM symbols along time domain, wherein the

sounding channel is allocated such that the sounding signals do not collide with pilot

signals transmitted in the same resource blocks by other mobile stations, and

wherein the sounding pattern does not affect data transmission behavior of other

mobile stations in the same resource blocks.

15. The mobile station of Claim 14, wherein the pilot signals are mapped onto

pilot patterns predefined in IEEE 802.16m specification, and wherein the sounding

pattern does not overlap with any of the predefined pilot patterns.

16. The mobile station of Claim 14, wherein Space Frequency Block Coding

(SFBC) is applied in the same resource block for data transmission, and wherein the

sounding pattern does not limit the SFBC-based data transmissions.

17. The mobile station of Claim 14, wherein the resource block is partitioned

into multiple tiles along frequency domain, and wherein the sounding pattern

remains the same for each of the multiple tiles.



18. The mobile station of Claim 14, wherein the sounding channel is shared

among different transmit antennas of multiple mobile stations by at least one of code

division multiplexing, frequency division multiplexing, and time division

multiplexing.

19. The mobile station of Claim 14, wherein the sounding channel spans across

multiple resource blocks, and wherein multiple sounding channels are allocated in

multiple uplink subframes to provide multiple sounding opportunities for different

transmit antennas of multiple mobile stations.

20. The mobile station of claim 14, wherein the sounding signals occupy a

single OFDM sounding symbol within the resource block, and wherein the single

OFDM sounding symbol is located either in the first OFDM symbol or in the last

OFDM symbol within the resource block along the time domain.

21. The mobile station of Claim 20, wherein the resource block is a six-symbol

resource block, and wherein the remaining five consecutive symbols are formed to

be a five-symbol resource block for data transmission.

22. The mobile station of Claim 20, wherein the resource block is a seven-

symbol resource block, and wherein the remaining six consecutive symbols are

formed to be a six-symbol resource block for data transmission.
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